Diamonds
are a floor’s
best friend.
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If your floors could talk...

Crystal Shield

...what would you want them to say?
With the Crystal Shield™ solution from TASKI® by Diversey,™ they’ll thank
you for making them look great for less. Crystal Shield is the new, alternative
floor care program for concrete, terrazzo, marble and other stone substrates.
With Crystal Shield, you can create and maintain a beautiful floor with
less maintenance than other, more costly stone care options. Now that’s
something to talk about!

My outward shine
brings out my
inner beauty.
Nothing
sparkles like
crystal!

Save up to 30% on floor maintenance
Get beautiful floors and improve your operational
efficiency at the same time. Crystal Shield costs
up to 30% less to use than traditional finishes or
mechanical floor care programs like orbital
grinding and crystallization.

Eliminate chemical stripping and
crystallization chemicals
The Crystal Shield solution eliminates harsh
chemical strippers and crystallization chemicals.
This improves worker safety and sustainability
while reducing labor costs.

Use less chemicals
Crystal Shield combines mechanical and chemical
methods to create and maintain glossy floors
and improve sustainability, requiring 20% less
chemical spend than traditional floor maintenance methods.
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Shine and durability made simpler.

With the Crystal Shield™ solution from TASKI® by Diversey,™ they’ll thank
you for making them look great for less. Crystal Shield is the new, alternative
floor care program for concrete, terrazzo, marble and other stone substrates.
With Crystal Shield, you can create and maintain a beautiful floor with
less maintenance than other, more costly stone care options. Now that’s
something to talk about!

Crystal Shield is the complete, integrated solution for a durable, long-lasting
gloss appearance on your stone floors. It brings together the products, tools
and equipment you need for great looking floors, with the expertise and
partnership from Diversey, the industry’s global leader in floor care.

Save up to 30% on floor maintenance
Get beautiful floors and improve your operational
efficiency at the same time. Crystal Shield costs
up to 30% less to use than traditional finishes or
mechanical floor care programs like orbital
grinding and crystallization.

Synergistic integrated solutions
Crystal Shield brings together innovative diamond
technology, protectants, cleaners and machines to
deliver an outstanding, productive and sustainable stone floor care solution.

Eliminate chemical stripping and
crystallization chemicals
The Crystal Shield solution eliminates harsh
chemical strippers and crystallization chemicals.
This improves worker safety and sustainability
while reducing labor costs.

Use less chemicals
Crystal Shield combines mechanical and chemical
methods to create and maintain glossy floors
and improve sustainability, requiring 20% less
chemical spend than traditional floor maintenance methods.

Hone and polish easily and economically
 The Crystal Shield solution uses the power of
diamond-impregnated discs and pads and
efficient, labor-saving TASKI machines to hone,
polish and burnish floors to reveal the beauty
of the stone floor.
 Eliminate costly and disruptive stone floor
restoration to extend the life of your floors.

Protect and enhance with less time
and less waste
 Crystal Shield Protector™ protects your
floors against scuffs, scratches, stains and dirt
while providing slip resistance and enhancing
the gloss.

 Use the ProSpeed™ Floor Finish Applicator
System with an innovative design that
delivers a consistent application of protectant
to improve worker productivity and eliminate waste.
 Apply just two coats of protectant—unlike the
multiple coats traditional finish systems require.

Maintain the look without the mess of
chemical stripping
 TASKI Crystal Shield diamond pads and Crystal
Clean and Shine™ are all you need to maintain
the beauty of your floors.
 The unique Clean and Shine formulation with
polymers extends the look of your floors.

 Eliminate chemical strippers with their smells,
mess and risks. Restore floors as little as
once a year by simply reapplying Crystal Shield
Protector after you clean and burnish.

Get the Crystal Shield solution for a great looking stone floor
that improves your operational efficiency, reduces risk and
strengthens your sustainability.
To learn more visit
www.taskifloortalk.com

Sealed Air is a global leader in food safety and security, facility hygiene and product protection. With widely recognized
and inventive brands such as Bubble Wrap brand cushioning, Cryovac brand food packaging solutions and Diversey
brand cleaning and hygiene solutions, Sealed Air offers efficient and sustainable solutions that create business value
for customers, enhance the quality of life for consumers and provide a cleaner and healthier environment for future
generations. On a pro forma basis, Sealed Air generated revenue of USD 8.1 billion in 2011, and has approximately
26,300 employees who serve customers in 175 countries. To learn more, visit www.sealedair.com.
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